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Abstract—Merge conflicts occur when software practitioners
need to work in parallel and are inevitable in software de-
velopment. Tool builders and researchers have focused on the
prevention and resolution of merge conflicts, but there is little
empirical knowledge about how practitioners actually approach
and perform merge conflict resolution. Without such knowledge,
tool builders might be building on wrong assumptions and
researchers might miss opportunities for improving the state of
the art.

We conducted semi-structured interviews of 10 software prac-
titioners across 7 organizations, including both open-source
and commercial projects. We identify the key concepts and
perceptions from practitioners, which we then validated via a
survey of 162 additional practitioners.

We find that practitioners are directly impacted by their
perception of the complexity of the conflicting code, and may
alter the timeline in which to resolve these conflicts, as well as
the methods employed for conflict resolution based upon that
initial perception. Practitioners’ perceptions alter the impact of
tools and processes that have been designed to preemptively
and efficiently resolve merge conflicts. Understanding whether
practitioners will react according to standard use cases is impor-
tant when creating human-oriented tools to support development
processes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Collaborative development is essential for the success of

large projects [1], and is enabled by version control systems.

In Git and other version control systems, practitioners work on

their changes in seclusion, and periodically synchronize them

by merging with the main line of development. Although a

large number of commits cleanly merge, parallel changes can

overlap, leading to merge conflicts. Kasi et al. [2] and Brun et

al. [3], in their studies of several open source projects, found

that merge conflicts occur in approximately 19% of all merges.

Resolving merge conflicts is nontrivial, especially when

changes diverge significantly, making their synchronization

difficult. The resolution process can be tedious and can cause

delays as practitioners figure out how to approach and resolve

conflicts [2]. Poorly-performed merge conflict resolutions have

been known to cause integration errors [4], workflow disrup-

tions, and jeopardize project efficiency and timelines [5].

Practitioners are aware of the merge-resolution “pains” and

follow different informal processes to avoid having to resolve

conflicts; e.g. sending out emails to the rest of the team,

performing partial commits, or racing to finish changes [6][7].

∗ First and second author contributed equally to this work.

Unfortunately, these practices cause changes to diverge more

and makes merge conflict resolution even harder [3].

Past work has examined different mechanisms for proactive

conflict detection [3][8][9], proposed tools for resolving merge

conflicts [10][11], and discussed advantages of syntax- and

semantic-aware merges [12][13]. However, there are several

key questions that remain unanswered: How do practition-

ers actually approach merge conflicts? How do practitioners

perceive the difficulty of a merge conflict resolution? Do the

current tools support practitioners’ conflict resolution needs?

Without such knowledge, tool builders might be building on

wrong assumptions and researchers might miss opportunities

for improving the state of the art.

To answer the above key questions, we talked directly to

practitioners, which is crucial to understanding problems in

context [14]–[17]. We interviewed 10 software practitioners

from 7 organizations about their experiences and perceptions

of merge conflicts in the software development process. Our

participants had a median of 5 years of software development

experience, and work on a mix of both small-scale projects

(<10 contributors) and large-scale projects (>1000 contribu-

tors). These interviews helped us understand how practitioners

approach merge conflicts, and their unmet needs.

To triangulate our findings and provide a broader under-

standing of practitioners’ perceptions of merge conflicts and

their difficulty, we deployed a survey to a larger population

of software practitioners. The survey sampled 162 participants,

spanning both open source and commercial projects. 74.2% of

our participants had 6 or more years of software development

experience, and reported that they face merge conflicts a few

times a week.

To understand the effects and implications of software

practitioner perceptions, we answer the following research

questions:

• RQ1: How do software practitioners approach merge
conflicts?

• RQ2: What unmet needs impact the difficulty of a merge
conflict resolution?

• RQ3: How well do tools meet practitioner needs for
merge conflicts?

We found that practitioners, when initially assessing a merge

conflict, focus on the code complexity of the conflicting lines
and their own knowledge in the area of the conflict as the top

two factors when estimating the difficulty of a conflict. These
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concerns cause practitioners to alter their resolution strategy,

and in some cases delay resolution.

After understanding the merge conflict, practitioners must

resolve the conflict in order to return to normal development.

We found that the key challenges that practitioners face when

resolving conflicts is understanding the conflicting code, their
knowledge in the area of code conflict, and having enough

meta information about the conflicting code (who made the

change, why, etc).

We found that development tools struggle to address practi-

tioners’ perceptions that increases in merge conflict complexity

have a greater impact on the conflict difficulty than increases in

size. This could partially be alleviated by focusing on the tool

improvements most desired by practitioners: better usability,

better information filtering, and better history exploration.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We conduct exploratory semi-structured interviews with

10 software practitioners, then confirm these findings with

a survey of 162 practitioners from around the world.

• We provide empirically-derived rankings of merge con-

flict difficulties based on practitioners’ perceptions.

• We expose disparities between practitioners’ merge con-

flict needs and development toolsets.

II. METHODOLOGY

We use mixed methods to first explore the topic of practi-

tioners’ difficulties when encountering merge conflicts through

a set of exploratory interviews, and then validate our find-

ings through a survey of practitioners, as per guidelines by

Easterbrook et al. [18]. Mixed methods allow us to analyze

both qualitative and quantitative data to get both an individual

and a population-wide perspective of software practitioners.

We codified the interview transcripts into a taxonomy of

barriers, constraints, and concerns following established guide-

lines [19]–[21]. We then created a survey to get a broader

perspective on how software practitioners approach merge

conflicts, using the vocabulary generated from the interviews

to create the survey questions.

A. Terminology

For this work, we define merge conflict as a scenario in

which two copies of the same codebase diverge and cannot be

automatically merged, thus requiring human intervention to

resolve. While we recognize that other types of conflicts exist

in software projects (i.e. social conflicts or semantic conflicts,

such as build or test failure), we focused our interviews and

survey on code-related merge conflicts.

B. Interviews

We conducted semi-structured interviews with software

practitioners to understand their concerns when facing merge

conflicts and the factors that impact merge conflict difficulty.

We selected interview participants from top contributors

to open-source projects, and from industry contacts using

snowball sampling [22] to reach a larger sample size. Each

participant was asked to identify additional practitioners for

recruitment to our study. We interviewed ten software practi-

tioners from seven different organizations spanning six differ-

ent industries: Semiconductor Manufacturing (3 participants),

Healthcare Software (2), Academia (2), Business Software
(1), IT Services (1), and Sports & Wellness Technology (1).

Each participant was asked to describe their role within their

organization, resulting in five roles with multiple responses for

Software Engineer / Developer. Table I provides additional

demographics data, including project sizes and whether the

participant primarily focuses on open- or closed-source soft-

ware development.

TABLE I: Interview Participant Demographic

Ptc.i Exp.ii Role Project
Source

Project
Contrib.iii

P1 18 yrs. Sr. Software Developer Open 1700

P2 6 yrs. Software Engineer Open 1700

P3 3 yrs. Software Engineer Open 1700

P4 10 yrs. Software Developer Open <10

P5 3 yrs. Infrastructure Engineer Closed <10

P6 5 yrs. Software Developer Closed <10

P7 5 yrs. Software Engineer Open 200

P8 25 yrs. Director Open 600

P9 8 yrs. Software Developer Open 600

P10 2 yrs. Software Developer Open <5

i Ptc. = Participant ii Exp. = Years of Software Development Experience
iii Project Contrib. = Approximate number of contributors (between March

2016-March 2017)

Each interview lasted between 30 to 60 minutes. Participants

were offered US$50 in either cash, gift card, or a donation to

a charity of their choice.

At the beginning of the interview we gave participants a

short explanation of the research goals, our definition of merge

conflicts, and collected demographics data. We then asked

participants about the roles that they play in their project, their

experience working in team settings, questions about merge

conflicts, the process of conflict resolution, and the difficulties

that they faced in conflict resolution.

We formulated the interview questions about merge conflicts

in order to understand how practitioners perceived and how

they approached merge conflicts. The following is an example

of some of the questions we asked in the interview. The full

set of questions can be found in our companion site [23].

• Can you describe a merge conflict, or a set of conflicts,

that you would consider to be the typical case?

• Do you have any particularly memorable merge conflict

resolutions that you can recall?

• Have you had some code structures, design patterns,

coding styles, etc., that you would consider a “usual

suspect” in a conflict?

• What kind of measures would you take to minimize the

amount of defects that you introduce?

The semi-structured interview format allowed participants

to provide us with unanticipated information [24]. Further,
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we allowed open-ended discussion about merge conflicts in

general at the end of the interview, which allowed participants

to share ideas and topics that they found particularly impor-

tant. We continued interviewing participants until we reached

saturation in the answers [25].

Analysis: Interviews were audio-taped and transcribed.

The first two authors unitized [26] the interview transcripts

into cards that each contained a single logically consistent

statement. To organize these cards we employed card sorting,

a collaborative technique of exploring how people think about

a certain topic [27][28], which allows key concepts and

associations to be identified through an open sorting method

that iteratively develops categories during the process.

We performed two iterations of the open card sorting

process. In the first iteration, we developed a standardized

coding scheme and improved it to an acceptable point by

negotiated agreement, which was reached when no further

thematic categories could be created and agreed upon by both

coders [29][30]. The coding scheme dictated that sentences

must be consecutive and topically related to be grouped

into a single card. Logically connected statements that were

separated by other lines were considered to be separate cards,

as a conservative measure to preserve context within each card.

In the second iteration, the first two authors sorted cards

according to our coding scheme and discussed the resulting

taxonomies until consensus was reached. Based upon our

research questions, we grouped the resulting categories as fol-

lows: the factors that impact how practitioners approach merge

conflicts (Section III-A), the difficulties that practitioners face

when resolving conflicts (Section III-B), and the impact of

development tools on the resolution process (Section III-C).

TABLE II: Survey Participant Rolesi
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Software Developers 154

System Architects 53 54

DevOps 51 34 53

Project Managers 44 29 20 44

Project Maintainers 39 21 24 22 40

Systems Administrators 22 16 15 14 12 23

Other 8 4 4 3 1 2 11

i Survey respondents were allowed to select multiple roles. Each
entry represents the number of respondents that selected both of the
roles indicated for the column and row. 62 out of 162 respondents
(38%) selected three or more roles.

C. Survey

We conducted a 50-question survey of software develop-

ment practitioners in order to examine the themes and cate-

gories found in the interviews. We sought to understand which

factors impact practitioners the most when they encounter and

resolve merge conflicts. The survey was conducted online and

anonymity was guaranteed in order to elicit honest responses

from participants. We developed questions to confirm, extend,

and broaden the results from the interviews.

We recruited survey participants from contributor lists on

popular open-source repositories on GitHub1, advertised on

social networking sites (Facebook2 and Reddit3), and by

directly contacting software practitioners via email. Due to the

nature of social media and mailing lists, we cannot compute

a response rate. However, our participants spanned different

organization structures and geographical locations, giving us

generalizability of results. The survey was available for 56

days and we received 162 survey responses, but individual

parts of the survey have varying response rates and are

reported where appropriate in Section III.

Survey participants were primarily male (91.9% overall).

Participants were given six different software roles to se-

lect, and in many cases, participants considered themselves

to be fulfilling multiple roles. Table II provides a pairwise

breakdown of participants’ role selections, with a majority

of respondents considering themselves to be Software Engi-
neer/Developer (95.1% overall). Survey participants indicated

a median software development experience of 6-10 years

(36.4% overall), and worked on project sizes ranging from

2 to more than 51 developers (the median was 2-5 developers,

constituting 48.8% of all responses).

The survey was divided into four categories, with each

category containing 5-7 questions (see [23] for questions).

First, we elicited background information about demographics,

roles, and experience. Second, we asked questions related to

difficulties that practitioners experience when encountering

merge conflicts. Third, we asked questions related to conflict

resolution and the factors that affect practitioners. Finally

we asked questions about the tools and tool features that

practitioners use when working with merge conflicts. Ques-

tions were presented either as 5-point Likert-type scales (with

no pre-selected answers) or open-ended text forms to gather

additional insights.

Analysis: We evaluated the distribution of survey answers

for each Likert-type question by analyzing across demographic

categories. Where answers differed across a demographic

category, we note the difference and provide further discussion

of these results in Section III.

We used Likert-type questions to measure the extent to

which participants agreed with a particular statement. This

means that lower mean and median values indicate less

agreement with the statement in a particular question. We use

this design to validate both the degree of agreement to the

interview results, as well as the existence of individual factors.

III. RESULTS

A. RQ1: How do practitioners approach merge conflicts?

To understand the perspective of practitioners when encoun-

tering a merge conflict, we asked interview participants to

reflect on situations when they initially face a merge conflict:

1 github.com 2 facebook.com 3 reddit.com
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TABLE III: Factors of Merge Conflict Difficulty from Survey

Factor Description 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Median

F1 Complexity of conflicting lines of code 5 29 38 56 34 3.52 4
F2 Your knowledge/expertise in area of conflicting code 5 23 50 54 30 3.50 4
F3 Complexity of the files with conflicts 8 34 49 51 18 3.23 3
F4 Number of conflicting lines of code 2 40 64 45 11 3.14 3
F5 Time to resolve a conflict 14 56 51 25 15 2.82 3

F6 Atomicity of changesets in the conflict 20 48 51 29 13 2.80 3

F7 Dependencies of conflicting code on other components 20 56 39 33 14 2.78 3

F8 Number of files in the conflict 10 69 50 26 6 2.68 3

F9 Non-functional changes (whitespace, renaming, etc.) 47 63 31 15 4 2.16 2

what kind of information do they seek, how do they approach

the resolution of the conflict, and what tools they use.

We identified nine factors (from card sorting) that practi-

tioners consider when approaching a conflict and attempting

to determine its difficulty (see Table III). We asked survey

participants to rate how each of these nine factors affected their

perceptions of difficulty when approaching a merge conflict.

We received 162 responses and present the aggregated

results in Table III; ranked according to the mean score for

each factor. Here, we discuss in detail the top 4 factors with

a mean score greater than 3.00. These factors can be grouped

into themes of technical aspects and expertise, and our results

are presented according to these groups.

Technical Aspects: Two of the top four factors refer to

perceptions about the complexity of merge conflicts (F1, F3),

with the third factor being number of conflicting lines (F4),

which can be construed as a specific metric of complexity

of the conflict. While practitioners mentioned complexity

of the lines of code and the file, none mentioned using

metrics, such as cyclomatic complexity [31][32] or Function

Point Analysis [33][34]. Instead, practitioners made educated

guesses on the complexity of the code based on their own

experience of either writing the code, or having worked with

it. Some of the simple to compute metrics, such as number
of conflicting lines of code (F4), number of files involved
(F8), atomicity of changesets (F6), and the time they thought

it would take to resolve the conflict (F5) were mentioned.

The only factor where static analysis tools can help was in

identifying the dependencies of the conflicting code (F7). This

indicates that understanding the complexity of the conflicting

code is important, but practitioners do not use the metrics that

have been proposed by research. While some of the simple

proxies for complexity are used, practitioners primarily rely

on their own “judgement” of the complexity of the conflict.

This perception of the conflict complexity can affect

whether a practitioner resolves the conflict immediately (when

small), or whether they should wait to examine the conflict

when further resources are available; P8 commented:

“Small is always easy. A 1-line merge conflict is always
easier to resolve than a 400-line merge conflict, and can
be done now.”

If a merge conflict is perceived to be large or complex,

a practitioner may decide to forgo attempting to resolve it

through code manipulation and choose to revert the changes

instead [35]. This “nuclear option” requires practitioners to

disrupt the development flow, set aside their current develop-

ment work, and potentially remove “good” code that was not

part of the conflict in order to return to a non-conflicting state.

In the interview, P1 describes this process as:

“If you have many conflicts involved, many commits in
the conflict...throw one of the branches away. You cannot
combine tens of commits conflicting...it’s not sane!”

Further, when integrators are preparing code for production

environments they prioritize merge conflicts for code review

based upon the perceived difficulty of resolving the affected

code. We find that these decisions rely on human judge-

ment factors as much as they rely on data-driven metrics.

Practitioners may not have the time to compute project-

wide complexity metrics, such as those proposed in literature.

Therefore, we need metrics that can be easily calculated by

“lay practitioners” as they face a conflict.
Expertise: Our findings show that expertise in the area of

conflicting code is one of the top factors in determining the

difficulty of a merge conflict (F2). This reiterates the fact that

practitioners rely on their own knowledge about the conflicting

code base when approaching a conflict.
Our results indicate that when practitioners feel they don’t

have the expertise in the conflicting code base, they consider

the conflict difficult to merge and seek out more information

or assistance from others. P5 illustrated this need for expertise

when describing his workflow:

“A lot of what I work on is in my own little area...I know
what to do. . . But in [unfamiliar part of code], then I’ll
get someone else to resolve the merge conflict for me. It’s
someone else’s code, and I don’t want to screw it up.”

Our findings confirm the need for tools that identify ap-

propriate experts [36] and encourage further research into

selection of knowledgeable practitioners for merge conflict

resolution.

B. RQ2: What unmet needs impact the difficulty of a conflict
resolution?

There can often be gaps in how practitioners perceive the

difficulty of merge conflicts and the actual hurdles that they
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TABLE IV: Practitioners’ Needs for Merge Conflict Resolutions from Survey

Need Description 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Median

N1 How easy is it to understand the code involved in the merge conflict 0 14 25 65 37 3.89 4
N2 Your expertise in the area of code with the merge conflict 1 17 38 49 36 3.72 4
N3 The amount of information you have about the conflicting code 2 21 38 48 32 3.62 4
N4 How well tools present information in an understandable way 4 24 47 32 34 3.48 3
N5 Changing assumptions within the code 8 27 45 36 25 3.30 3

N6 Complexity of the project structure 6 38 39 41 17 3.18 3

N7 Trustworthiness of tools 17 29 39 32 34 3.12 3

N8 Informativeness of commit messages 18 32 30 44 17 3.07 3

N9 Project culture 13 37 43 27 21 3.04 3

N10 Tool support for examining development history 16 40 31 32 22 3.03 3

face when resolving these conflicts. These gaps can then in

turn affect how well practitioners can resolve the conflict.

We, therefore, asked our interview participants open-ended

questions about their experiences in resolving the most recent

past conflicts, especially their recollection of what made the

resolution difficult. Their responses indicated that there are

several unmet needs. We identified ten needs (see Table IV),

which range from needs about the ability to understand the

code, their expertise, and existing tool support.

Using results from the interview, we asked survey partici-

pants to rate how much each of the ten needs affected their

ability to resolve merge conflicts. We received 141 responses

using a 5-point Likert-type scale indicating the degree of effect

on resolution difficulty (1 being Not at all, 3 being A moderate
amount, and 5 being A great deal). Results of the survey are

presented in Table IV.

All the unmet needs have a mean score of at least 3.03
on the 5-point Likert-type scale, implying that all of them

mattered at least a moderate amount. We present and discuss

in detail the top four unmet needs, plus additional observations

regarding the other six unmet needs. As with the factors in the

previous section, all these needs also relate to technical aspects
(e.g., understanding the conflicting code) and their expertise
in resolving conflicts.

Technical Aspects: Three needs among the top four relate

to technical aspects of merge conflict resolution. The under-
standability of conflicting code (N1) is ranked as the most

important need, with both contextual information about the
conflict (N3) and the way in which tools present relevant
information (N4) ranking in the top four.

Data from version control systems is used by practitioners to

identify the evolution of the code [37], however, it is not easily

available and requires a context switch from the code editor to

the version control system [35]. Moreover, these changes are

often processed in isolation, especially when there are many

changes (conflicts) to process. Such decomposition of overall

conflicting changes into smaller “chunks” is needed to be able

to manage the complexity of the resolution process; however,

this occludes viewing the changes and their impact in a

holistic manner. Often practitioners deal with the decomposed

(smaller) changes, hoping that they will all together work out.

For example, P1 compared the resolution hurdles between

two conflicts, where one was simple, and the other spanned

multiple files and complex blocks of code.

“You focus on understanding the small change, not the
big one. It’s easier to understand... get the small change
to go with the flow of the bigger change.”

Another challenge when viewing changes in isolation, is

the fact that practitioners may miss the impact of the changes

made as part of the resolution to the rest of the code base.

Identifying the impact of changes on the rest of the code base

has been repeatedly found to be a problem in collaborative

development, as found by deSouza and Redmiles [38] and

more recently by Guzzi et al. [35]. The top unmet needs in

our study too revolved around the challenges that practitioners

face in how much information they had about the conflicting

code (N3), and the difficulty in finding the needed information

from current tools and practices (N3, N4, N8, N10). This indi-

cates that despite advances in supporting parallel development

practices, the right information needed to resolve conflicts is

still not easily available to practitioners.

Conflict resolution can sometime lead to defects in the code

base. This can arise because of several reasons. For example

the rationale of the two conflicting changes might be unclear

and the merge might cause unintentional problems down the

line. Or the resolved changes might not follow rigorous code

review and testing to which the original changes were subject

to. Therefore, even when the practitioner understands the

particular conflicting code, they may still need additional meta

information about the rationale of changes and idea of future

feature implementation. This is especially true in situations

where the code base is old, and such information not readily

available. During our interview, P7 commented:

“It’s harder to merge code when you’re merging in some
legacy code... But if you’re a young team, and everybody
who wrote the code is still a part of the team, it’s easier.”

Expertise: Knowledge is a key component of practitioner’s

needs when resolving merge conflicts, but along with that

general knowledge is a need for expertise in the specific areas

of code involved in a conflict. Practitioners recognize this need

as having a sizable effect on their ability to resolve a merge
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TABLE V: Improvements for Practitioner Toolsets from Survey

Improvement Description 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Median

I1 Better usability 6 17 32 48 16 3.43 4
I2 Better ways of filtering out less relevant information 8 15 32 48 16 3.41 4
I3 Better ways of exploring project history 7 21 36 39 16 3.30 3
I4 Better graphical presentation of information 13 26 26 37 16 3.14 3
I5 Better transparency in tool functionality/operations 16 36 24 40 3 2.82 3

I6 Better terminology that is more consistent with my other tools 23 41 32 15 8 2.53 2

conflict, and selected expertise in the area of conflicting code
(N2) as the second most important need.

Examining code artifacts, reviewing change history, and

reading documentation help with understanding the code when

they are present and well-maintained. However, locating and

maintaining these supporting documents is not always pos-

sible. In fact, Forward et al. [39] conducted a survey of

48 software practitioners and found that 68% either agreed

or strongly agreed that documentation is always outdated.

When these gaps arise, practitioners compensate by consulting

experts in the area of conflicting code instead.

This result aligns with the goals of the TIPMerge tool [36],

which seeks to locate experts that are best suited to resolve

conflicts in a particular area of code. However, TIPMerge, as

well as other recommendation tools are not being used by real-

world practitioners, as evidenced by the lack of such tools in

the list of top 10 merge tools (see Table VI). The reason for this

lack of research tools adoption requires further investigation.

Another surprising fact was that while the informative

nature of commit messages (N8) and project culture (N9) were

mentioned, they were not as highly ranked. We had expected

them to be higher based on prior work [40]–[43]. We found

no statistical differences between commercial or open source

projects, including when accounting for experience levels. Our

results indicate that team practices, including writing commit

messages may have matured enough, such that these factors

are no longer considered critical in our sample set.
Open-Source vs. Closed-Source Needs: It is interesting to

note that for needs N1-N8 there was no statistical difference

between practitioners focused on open-source and those fo-

cused on closed-source development when it comes to their

conflict resolution needs. We found that practitioners who

focus on open-source software development consider tool
support for examining development history (N10) to be the

3rd highest unmet need (mean: 3.60). Whereas, practitioners

who focus on closed-source software development consider it

to be the least impactful unmet need (mean: 2.86).

This was also true in our interviews, with P8 stating:

“I’m often dealing with code other people wrote. No-
body can review every pull request. So now I have to go
back and do some archaeology to find out what’s going
on. Code is much easier to write than read.”

This result suggests that history exploration in open-source

projects is a more difficult task due to the lack of upfront

planning and large number of volunteering contributors.

C. RQ3: How well do tools meet practitioner needs in resolv-
ing merge conflicts?

Development tools need to be easy to use and provide

contextualized, pertinent information in a manner that is easy

to understand. To investigate how well current tools satisfy the

needs of practitioners, we asked interview participants open-

ended questions about how they resolve merge conflicts. We

also ask about improvements that would be most valuable to

them.

Our results indicate that practitioners use a wide range of

tools, with many directly using the Git command line interface.

Our interview participants mentioned six different dimensions

along which they would like improvements to tool support

(see Table V).

We framed the survey questions to validate the improvement

needs expressed in our interviews, and ranked those six needs

according to mean score. Table V presents the needs from the

survey responses ordered by their mean scores. We received

119 responses using a 5-point Likert-type scale to indicate

the usefulness of each type of tool improvement (1 being Not
Useful, 3 being Moderately Useful, and 5 being Essential).

In addition, we also asked participants which tools they use

during conflict resolution. We identified 105 different tools

from the 115 responses. Some mentioned generic responses

such as “ text editor”, for which we create a separate cate-

gory. Table VI lists the top 10 most common tools used by

participants to resolve merge conflicts.

In examining the list of these tools, we note that prac-

titioners most often use basic tools (e.g. Git, Vim/vi, or a

Text Editor) to handle merge conflicts instead of employing

specialized tools or plugins to modern IDEs. In this list, there

is only one IDE (Eclipse), and three diff/merge toolsets (Git

Diff, KDiff3, and Meld). This indicates that practitioners are

currently not leveraging the functionalities provided by many

research prototypes (e.g., Palantir [8], Crystal [3]) that are

specifically designed to facilitate proactive conflict detection,

since they are built as plug-ins to modern IDEs.

We next discuss the top four improvements rated by survey

respondents. These are the responses that have a mean value

higher than 3.00.

Better Usability: Usability is an important factor that

determines whether a toolset supports or hinders the prac-

titioner’s workflow. Our survey results indicate that better
usability (I1) is the most desired improvement of toolsets

used for conflict resolution. While usability of a particular
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TABLE VI: Survey Participant Merge Toolsets (Top 10)

Tool # Participants Description

Git 37 Version Control System

Vim/vi 17 Text Editor

Text Editor (unspecified) 14 Text Editor

Git Diff 11 Diffing Tool

GitHub 11 Website

Eclipse 10 IDE

KDiff3 9 Diff & Merge

Meld 8 Diff & Merge

SourceTree 8 Git/Hg Desktop Client

Sublime Text 7 Text Editor

tool is important, the usability concerns become even more

pertinent when they span multiple tools that are similar and

must operate in sync with each other. Survey results indicate

that participants use an average of 2.5 tools, and as many as 7

tools, to resolve merge conflicts. For instance, in our interview

P1 demonstrated how he typically resolved a merge conflict

by using four different tools and said:

“I have to jump around between tools and copy and paste
version numbers...this is why integration matters.”

Switching across multiple tools while resolving a conflict

is disruptive and comes at a cost. Psychology studies [44][45]

have shown that task switching reduces performance and

causes mental fatigue. Gerald Weinberg highlighted that con-

text switching arising from toolset fragmentation is a big

problem in engineering teams [46].

Better Exploration of Project History: Practitioners have

been known to use historical data to understand code evolution

and development processes [37]. Version control and bug

tracking systems contain a huge amount of meta-information

about the evolution of code and development processes. How-

ever, it is not easy to find the right bit of information in

these large systems. Currently, there is insufficient support for

performing detailed analysis of how a code snippet evolved

over time and why. Better ways of exploring the project history

(I3) was one of the top requested improvements in our survey.

As P1 mentioned in the interview:

“Give me a way to explore the history. To drill down, to
go back up, you know? To resurface and understand what
happened.”

Currently, when performing any complex analysis it is easier

to write stand alone scripts to extract the information. During

the interview, P1 mentioned that he has written several scripts

to locate particular historical commits that relate to a current

merge conflict. Similarly, P9 described a tool, git-diff,

that was developed by their team to add additional difference

analysis functionality across branches:

“git-diff will just do the diff based on the SHAs... we’re
adding metadata... It also hooks into GitHub labels to do
some more advanced heuristics.”

While writing these scripts allows extraction of relevant data

contextualized to the need, it also leads to a proliferation of

multiple scripts that are written by individual practitioners and

need to be maintained or integrated. This further adds to the

problem of context-switching when practitioners must switch

between multiple tools, and execute multiple scripts.

We are not the first to recognize the gap in tool support

provided for analyzing development history among practition-

ers [37], [47]–[49]. It appears that practical applications of

history exploration are still beyond the reach of practitioners.

One of the reasons for this might be the simple set of text

editors, and toolsets, that our study participants seem to prefer.

Better Filtering of Less-Relevant Information: Tools that

routinely handle large or complex datasets require filtering in

order to efficiently locate desired pieces of information. For

example, when there are several commits in a pull request and

multiple levels of code review at the line level. It is difficult

to extract the key issue in the pull request, which can get lost

in the sea of low level details. Similarly, if there are multiple

commits in a pull request or branch, it is hard to extract the

right information. Therefore, tools that provide filtering can

better assist practitioners in working with large amounts of

metadata associated with the changes. Better ways of filtering
out less relevant information (I2) was selected as the second

most important need; P1 explained:

“You want to extract the relevant commits. The ones
that actually clash...you want to zoom in on them and
understand just enough and don’t waste time.”

While improvements in history exploration (I3) will make

project metadata more accessible, improvements in filtering

for relevant metadata will allow practitioners to focus on the

relevant parts of the code impacted by the merge conflict.

Better Graphical Presentation of Information: The use-

fulness of information is helped or hindered by the way in

which it is presented to users. In our survey results, we found

that better graphical presentation of information (I4) was

ranked the fourth highest improvement needed (mean: 3.14).

In our interviews, several practitioners reported experienc-

ing issues with inconsistent terminology, inconsistent visual

metaphors (e.g. colors, notifications, etc.), and the organi-

zational layout of different development tools. The cost of

context switching in software development is well-known to

researchers [50]–[53], and our results indicate that switching

between different terminology and information presentation

styles can also be a problem. There is a need for tools that

share commonality in both terminology and presentation.

Tool Mistrust/Transparency: Most merge tools attempt to

resolve conflicts using a variety of algorithms, but revert

to manual resolution when these algorithms fail. Several

interview participants indicated that they mistrust merge tools

when they obscure the steps and rationale for particular

results when resolving merge conflicts. The opaque nature of

history exploration tools was also found to be a source of

practitioners’ overall mistrust of their toolsets. P4 commented:
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Fig. 1: Effectiveness of practitioners’ toolsets in supporting perceived size and complexity of merge conflicts, split on

development experience. Bubble values indicate number of survey responses for effectiveness of a particular merge conflict

size and complexity, and bubble size indicates the number of responses for comparison purposes.

TABLE VII: Practitioners’ Trust in their Merging, History

Exploration, and Conflict Resolution Toolsi

Trust Level Response Count Response %

Completely 20 16.52

A lot 50 41.32

A moderate amount 41 33.88

A little 10 8.26

Not at all 0 0.00

i Survey respondents answered on a 5-point Likert-type scale indicat-
ing trust in their toolset (1 being Not at all and 5 being Completely).

“I’ve never trusted the merge tools or diff tools... Some-
times I’ll even manually go and do the merge myself rather
than use a tool. Just because I’ve had several times where
it’s a bad merge, and I broke some code.”

Based upon this theme of mistrust, we asked survey par-

ticipants to rate the degree to which they trust their merging,

history exploration, and conflict resolution tools. We received

121 responses to this question, with a mean score of 3.66 plac-

ing the most common responses between a moderate amount
and a lot of trust (Table VII). Assuming that responses of a
moderate amount, a little, or not at all indicate some degree

of mistrust, we find that 42.15% of practitioners experience

some gap in toolset trust.

However, the severity of toolset mistrust is not as significant

as our interview results suggested. Only 8.26% of practitioners

indicated that they trust their toolset a little or not at all (10 out

of 121 responses). As the results of the survey were counter

to our interview results, we looked further. We found that: (1)

participants reported on the trust levels of the tools that they

regularly use, and (2) a large number of participants reported

that they had discontinued toolsets when they ran into errors.

This indicates that if participants had reported their trust level

of these discontinued tools the results would have been lower.

Perceptions of Tool Effectiveness: The perceived size and

complexity of merge conflicts affect the way in which prac-

titioners plan, allocate, and enact resolutions. To understand

the degree to which these two factors impact practitioners’

perceptions about the effectiveness of their toolsets, we asked

survey participants to rate their toolset across four different

merge conflict archetypes: (A1) simple, small merge conflicts,

(A2) simple, large merge conflicts, (A3) complex, small merge
conflicts, and (A4) complex, large merge conflicts.

Since individual participants have different toolsets, and

consider different factors when determining the perceived size

and complexity of a merge conflict, we instructed participants

to rate their own toolset against these archetypes using their

notion of what constitutes a simple vs. complex and small vs.

large merge conflict.

Fig. 1 provides a visual illustration of the results of this
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survey question. The four plots display the results for each

of the archetypes, with archetype (A1) in the top-left plot,

(A2) in bottom-left plot, (A3) in the top-right plot, and (A4)

in the bottom-right plot. Individual plots are composed of a

horizontal axis containing participants’ software development

experience, which we collect since experience can determine

the range of conflicts that they have faced and their percep-

tions. The vertical axis shows the range of possible responses

for the effectiveness of merge toolsets. The size and number

within each bubble represent the number of respondents with

a particular amount of software development experience that

rated their toolset at that specific effectiveness level.

For example, a practitioner with 6-10 years of experience

who indicates that her merge toolset is Extremely Effective
for small, simple merge conflicts would be represented in

the largest bubble (containing 19) in A1. She would also be

represented in the largest bubble (containing 13) in the bottom-

right plot (A4) if she indicated that her merge toolset was

Moderately effective for large, complex merge conflicts.

Observing the overall trends when moving between plots,

we find that practitioners perceive complexity of the conflict

to have a greater impact on the effectiveness of their merge

toolsets than the size of merge conflicts. Numerical analy-

sis confirms this when finding that the mean response for

archetype (A1) is 4.278 (where 5 is Extremely Effective and

1 is Not effective at all), (A2) is 3.782, (A3) is 3.347, and

(A4) is 2.783. The shift from small to large merge conflict

size (A1 to A2) results in a difference in mean responses of

0.496, whereas the shift from simple to complex merge conflict

complexity results in a difference in mean responses of 0.930.

These results suggest that merge tools are currently

equipped to handle increases in the size of merge conflicts,

but not as well equipped for increases in complexity. The

increasing amount of code being developed in distributed

environments means that scaling support in both dimensions

is necessary to accommodate practitioners’ needs.

IV. IMPLICATIONS

A. For Researchers

Our results inform future research by providing insights into

software practitioners’ perspectives during merge conflicts.

The top factors that impact the assessment of merge conflict

difficulty are primarily focused on program comprehension

(F1, F3, F4 from Table III). Program comprehension has

been an important research focus, with entire conferences

dedicated to it. Previous research has explored tool support and

visualizations to help comprehend programs, both small and

large. Our results indicate that practitioners still have unmet

needs along the following dimensions: (1) comprehending

code snippets in isolation, (2) understanding the code context

underlying multiple code snippets that are split across multiple

files, and commits, and (3) the ability to quickly comprehend

the complexity of these code snippets.

Practitioners indicate that their needs during merge conflict

resolutions center around the retrieval, organization, and pre-

sentation of relevant information (N1, N3, N4 from Table IV).

With the variety of meta-information available across different

toolsets, and the inconsistent use of terminology, there is a

need for standardization and best practices to be developed.

Standardization efforts would likely help to alleviate some of

the mistrust of merging tools that practitioners have expressed.

However, researchers should investigate the margin of errors

that are tolerated by practitioners to determine the context in

which practitioners discontinue use of tools.

Expertise is seen as both a significant factor that affects the

assessment of merge conflict difficulty (F2), and an important

need for practitioners to effectively resolve the conflict (N2).

Previous work has focused on recommending developers

best suited to perform a collaborative merge based on the

previous edits to conflicting files [54] or developers’ experi-

ence across branches and project history [36]. However, these

efforts have resulted in tools that require standalone installa-

tion and execution. Our results indicate that practitioners are

concerned about toolset fragmentation, and therefore adding

an additional tool might be counterproductive to the workflow

of most practitioners.

Finally, we find that practitioners need to quickly estimate

whether they can fix the conflict, and whether to resolve it

now or delay the resolution. This indicates that practitioners

need mechanisms to identify the skillsets required to complete

the conflict resolution task, by viewing the code fragments.

Research should investigate mechanisms to identify required

skillsets by using information retrieval or machine learning

techniques on the code fragment and past edits.

B. For Practitioners

Practitioners indicate that understanding code, having ap-

propriate information, and dealing with complex codesets are

key themes of difficulty when working with merge conflicts

(Sections III-A, III-B). Existing tool support can help with

some of these issues, but practitioners also need to educate

themselves on development processes that prevent and allevi-

ate the severity of merge conflicts. For example, the number of

conflicting files and the size of changes are considered impor-

tant factors. Researchers [55] have previously found that when

developers use distributed version control systems that they

commit small changes often. Therefore, practitioners should

strive to make smaller commits, and commit often. Other

agile development processes such as continuous integration,

iterative development, and branch merging policies are known

to facilitate development in large, distributed teams. However,

not all practitioners are actively using such techniques [56],

and further work is needed to determine how to enable and

ease adoption of these processes and practices.

C. For Tool Builders

Version control systems provide an easy method for storing

and retrieving recent development history, but examining older

development history at scale and in a usable manner has

not completely met practitioners’ expectations. Tool builders

should work to address this unmet need by leveraging research

in search systems for developer-assistance [57] and machine
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learning-based code assistance [58] to provide intuitive and

expressive tools for history exploration.

Practitioners indicate that current merge toolsets do not

scale to handle large, complex merge conflicts (see Sec-

tion III-C6). To address this concern, tool builders should

look at consolidating feature sets that currently span multiple

tools in order to provide better usability (I1 from Table V).

Tool builders should also add more expressive search and

filtering features for both project history and meta-information

related to merge conflicts (I2, I3) to ease the frustration of

practitioners that must understand the context and evolution

of code involved in the conflict.

Finally, we found practitioners having to “guess-timate” the

difficulty of the conflict resolution to decide whether to work

on it now or delay it, or whether to integrate the changes or

simply start over. Prediction tools that identify the complexity

of conflicts and difficulty of resolution can help alleviate this.

V. THREATS TO VALIDITY

As in any empirical study, there are threats to validity with

our work. We attempt to remove these threats where possible,

and mitigate the effect when removal is not possible.

Construct: Interview questions were open-ended and de-

signed to elicit practitioner opinions about the experiences,

difficulties, and perceptions of merge conflicts. We determined

particular factors and needs after concluding all interviews,

and thus did not bias interview participants to only factors

previously mentioned. We created survey questions using fac-

tors found through card-based unitization. This methodology

allowed us to capture the common themes that practitioners

experience when working with merge conflicts, but might

have allowed themes specific to particular sub-groups to be

unrepresented in our results.

Internal Validity: Central tendency bias [59] occurs when

using 5-point Likert-type scales, since participants tend to

choose less opinionated answers. We lessen this effect by

examining the answers in comparison to each other, as op-

posed to analysis of absolute mean values. Because we use

this method to highlight stronger answers by degree, this also

means that we may have missed subtle trends across our data

that could have been visible otherwise.

External Validity: Interview results may not generalize to

all practitioners due to a small sample size, but we reduce

this effect by selecting interview participants from open- and

closed-source projects, varying industries, and varying project

sizes (see Table I). To expand and confirm our interview

results, we survey 162 practitioners to ensure our results match

with trends in the larger software development community. We

do not report a response rate for our survey, since social media

and mailing lists do not allow accurate measurement of the

number of individuals that read our recruitment message and

but did not choose to participate.

VI. RELATED WORK

Gousios et al. [60] conduct a study in which they ask

integrators to describe difficulties in maintaining their projects

and code contributions. They showed that integrators have

problems with their tools, have trouble with non-atomic

changesets, and rank git knowledge in the top 30% of their

list of biggest challenges. Gousios et al. [61] additionally

conducted a study into the challenges of the pull-based model

from the perspective of contributors. They found that most

challenges relate to code contribution, the tools and model

used to contribute, and the social aspects of contributing

(specifically highlighting merge conflicts). These works focus

on the collaborative processes that go into contributing to

open-source projects and operating as integrators within them,

whereas we examine the issues inherent to merge conflicts and

the tools built to support their resolution.

Guzzi et al. [35] conducted an exploratory investigation

and tool evaluation for supporting collaboration in teamwork

within the IDE. They found that developers working within a

variety of companies were able to quickly and easily resolve

merge conflicts, and did this using merge tools. However,

they also note that although automatic merging was used,

their participants also manually checked each conflict and

suggest that this reveals some mistrust of tools. Guzzi et al.

further explain that their interviewees avoid merge conflicts

by using strict policies and software modularity. Their results

complement our findings that toolset mistrust is a major

concern, and that standards need to be implemented in order

to avoid complex merge conflicts.

Codoban et al. [37] seek to evaluate developer understand-

ing and usage of code history. Our results show that tool

support during history exploration factors into the difficulty

of a merge conflict a moderate amount (N10). This result in-

dependently verifies their findings that practitioners experience

tool limitations in usability (I1) and history visualization (I4).

VII. CONCLUSION

Practitioner perceptions of merge conflicts have an impact

on their development process. First, they use perceptions to

determine which tactics they will use to resolve the con-

flict. After choosing how to resolve the conflict, practitioners

encounter a new set of needs, both technical and social.

Understanding these perceptions and needs is critical to un-

derstanding how to design tools which conform to the issues

that these practitioners face in collaborative development. We

provide actionable implications for researchers, tool builders,

and practitioners to harness the results of our study. In future

work, we hope to explore whether these factors, needs, and

desired toolset improvements can be seamlessly merged into

tools or techniques that assist developers’ workflows.
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